
Enterprise Threat Intelligence

Continuous Evaluation, Prioritization and Automated Routing  
of Threat Information

Our threat intelligence solutions enable organizations to rapidly understand threats and to optimize 
investigation and response processes. We developed patented analytics that continuously monitor threats 

and incidents by integrating organizational data, plus open-source, commercial and publicly available 
electronic information. We help close the loop by providing actionable threat intelligence directly to decision 

makers through secure cloud and mobile applications.

Stop looking at alerts  
and start detecting threats

Constellation™ is an innovative analytics platform that enables monitoring of large streams of real-time information to 
find threat-related information relevant to a specific context and area of concern.

Constellation™ uses Haystax’s patented approach to 
ingest relevant streaming data, then analyzes, scores, and 
prioritizes the ingested unstructured data for matches to 
the user’s desired topics. The platform is scalable, multi-
tenant cloud architecture and built on leading open-
source technologies.

Even complex analytic solutions can be implemented 
quickly and without being disruptive to an organization. 
The results are available as intuitive visualizations that can 
be understood by decision makers and not just highly 
trained analysts.

What truly separates Constellation™ from traditional approaches is its ability to simplify the understanding
of complex, high velocity information for nontechnical decision makers.

Constellation™ simplifies the analytic process by 
understanding what every piece of information 
means, putting it in context and prioritizing it for 
the end user. Furthermore, it lets the user know 
how it determined it’s importance and automatically 
generates profiles on discovered concepts. Profiles 
make it easy to see how people, places and 
organizations are connected.

Constellation™ let’s the decision maker focus on what 
to do, rather than trying to find the needle in the 
haystack.

CONSTELLATION™ ANALYTICS PLATFORM

ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE FOR DECISION MAKERS
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Connect to all your data

Process streaming data in real time

Understand what it means in context

Prioritize data based on threat Risk

Personalize insights for end user

Archive results for reference & 
forensics

See patterns & predict trends

SEPARATE THE CRITICAL FROM THE MASS AND MAKE BETTER INFORMED DECISIONS


